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It’s often said that a college education is the key to success. And the deci-
sion to go to college is one of the most important choices young people
encounter. But you might wonder why a college degree makes such a big
difference. Does college really teach valuable skills, or is it all about the
degree itself—the piece of paper that serves as your ticket to success? Or
is it a bit of both?

The Economic Benefits of Education
Economists observe that individuals benefit greatly from education, and
those benefits accumulate into benefits for the entire economy. For the
individual, education increases job opportunities and usually results in a
higher income. This occurs because workers with more education tend to
have higher productivity, which means they tend to produce more output
with the same inputs. Because businesses can sell this extra output to earn
higher revenues, firms are willing to pay highly productive employees a
higher wage.1 In other words, higher productivity increases the value of
these employees to the firm. 

So, as noted above, an educated workforce benefits society by producing
more goods and services with the same level of resources. Productivity
gains fuel economic growth, which increases the standard of living in an
economy—for both the highly educated workers and the population
more broadly. In a sense, these are two sides of the same coin: Education
increases productivity, and higher productivity results in higher incomes
for workers and more economic growth for the economy.  

How Are Education and Productivity Linked?
In some ways, discussing the relationship between education and produc-
tivity is like trying to answer the old question “Which came first, the chicken
or the egg?” On the one hand, education might nurture productivity,
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GLOSSARY

Asymmetric information: A situation in
which one party to an economic transac-
tion has less information than the other
party.

Human capital: The knowledge and skills
that people obtain through education,
experience, and training. 

Innate: Something determined by factors
present in an individual from birth rather
than learned by experience.

Opportunity cost: The value of the next-best
alternative when a decision is made; it’s
what is given up. 

Productivity: The ratio of output per worker
per unit of time. 
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causing it to grow and develop (like a chick hatching
from an egg). On the other hand, productivity might
already exist (like the chicken) in varying degrees in dif-
ferent people, and the presence of high productivity can
lead to the successful completion of higher education.
Economists usually view this dynamic through one of
two models and can sometimes disagree over which is
really at play.

The first is the human capital model, sometimes called
the “schooling model.” Human capital is the knowledge
and skills that people obtain through education, experi-
ence, and training. One way workers invest in human
capital is by pursuing education after high school. This
can be expensive not only in terms of tuition, room, and
board (direct costs), but also in terms of the opportunity
cost, or what is given up. College students give up the
opportunity to work (and earn income), but the knowl-
edge and skills acquired will enable them to earn more
in the future. This is generally a good trade-off. Economic
data strongly suggest that education, income, and suc-
cess in the labor market are positively related (see the
figure), and studies confirm that the benefits of a degree
exceed both the direct costs and the opportunity cost
for most students.2

One way to discuss the benefits from investing in higher
education is to determine the college wage premium,
which is the percent increase in earnings of those with
a bachelor’s degree compared with those with a high
school diploma. Research suggests that the college wage
premium has risen from 40 percent in the late 1970s to
84 percent in 2012.3 In short, the human capital (or
schooling) model says education raises a worker’s pro-
ductivity through the knowledge learned and skills
acquired, and this increase in productivity results in
higher wages. In other words, human capital is the chick
that emerges from the egg, which grows and develops
into a productive chicken. 

Other economists argue that education primarily serves
as a signal of one’s productivity. And, not surprisingly,
the economic model that captures this is known as the
signaling model. Suppose a business hires two types of
workers: low-productivity workers and high-productivity
workers. Low-productivity workers earn a good wage at
the firm, but high-productivity workers earn much more.
If the firm asks applicants about their productivity during
the interview process, all applicants will claim to be high-
productivity workers because they know high-productivity
workers earn higher wages. In this model, employers lack
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information about the actual productivity of workers at
the time of the interview. Economically speaking, the
labor market has asymmetric information, which is a
situation in which one party to an economic transaction
has less information than the other party. In this case, the
job applicant knows more about his or her actual produc-
tivity than the employer. As a result, the firm will seek
information about a worker’s productivity and often
use education credentials as an indicator, or “signal,” of
productivity. 

Imagine a business seeking a computer programmer.
Several applicants might claim to know how to write
computer code in the interview process, but firms will
likely give preference to applicants with a college degree
in computer science. To the employer, the degree com-
municates that the worker is cut out for high-productivity
work. The worker has demonstrated his or her talents
and ability while earning a degree, and the college has
affirmed that ability by granting the degree. So, the
degree serves as a signal that the worker has the quali-
fications for high-productivity employment. Note that
both sides benefit from the signal sent by the degree:
Employees gain access to higher-paying jobs, and employ-
ers gain information about a prospective employee’s
productivity.

Some economists take the signaling model one step
further. They attribute productivity to an innate combi-
nation of intelligence and work ethic. While colleges
might teach knowledge and skills, in this model, the
primary role of a college is to serve as a filter to catego-
rize workers. Put differently, the college sets the bar high
enough so that only high-productivity students can clear
the hurdle. This process provides information, which
helps firms separate the low-productivity workers (who

do not go to college or fail to finish with a degree) from
the high-productivity workers (who earn a degree). Along
these lines, the degree both filters and signals the innate
abilities of potential employees. 

Conclusion
In the human capital model, education leads to increases
in productivity. In the signaling model, high productivity
leads to successful completion of higher education. In
the end, the results are similar: Those who earn a college
degree tend to be more productive workers and earn
more money. Perhaps blending the models provides
something more complete: People should earn a college
degree because the knowledge gained and the skills
acquired will increase their productivity, and they can
use the degree to signal their productivity to prospective
employers. n

Notes
1 Economic theory suggests that competition in labor markets ensures that firms
reward highly productive workers with higher wages to keep them from looking
for employment elsewhere.

2 Abel, Jaison R. and Deitz, Richard. “Do the Benefits of College Still Outweigh the
Costs?” Federal Reserve Bank of New York Current Issues in Economics and Finance,
2014, 20(3); https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/research/current_
issues/ci20-3.pdf.

3 Jonathan, James. “The College Wage Premium.” Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland Economic Commentary, No. 2012-10, August 8, 2012;
https://www.clevelandfed.org/newsroom-and-events/publications/economic-
commentary/2012-economic-commentaries/ec-201210-the-college-wage-pre-
mium.aspx.
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“College: Learning the Skills To Pay the Bills?”

After reading the article, answer the following questions:

1. How does high productivity result in higher wages for workers?

2. In the human capital model, what is the relationship between education and productivity? 

3. In the signaling model, what is the relationship between productivity and education?

4. In the signaling model, how does a college degree reduce the problem of asymmetric information?

5. If you blend the two models, how might you describe the benefits of education?
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Teacher’s Guide

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Page One Economics®:

“College: Learning the Skills To Pay the Bills?”

After reading the article, answer the following questions:

1. How does high productivity result in higher wages for workers?

Workers with higher productivity produce more output with the same inputs. Because businesses can sell this 
extra output to earn higher revenues, firms are willing to pay highly productive employees a higher wage.

2. In the human capital model, what is the relationship between education and productivity? 

The human capital model says students learn knowledge and acquire skills through education, and workers with 
more knowledge and skills tend to be more productive.

3. In the signaling model, what is the relationship between productivity and education?

The signaling model says that only high-productivity students can clear the college hurdle. This process provides
information that helps firms separate the low-productivity workers (who do not go to college or fail to finish with
a degree) from the high-productivity workers (who earn a degree).

4. In the signaling model, how does a college degree reduce the problem of asymmetric information?

To prospective employers, the degree communicates that the worker is cut out for high-productivity work. The 
worker has demonstrated his or her talents and ability while earning a degree, and the college has affirmed that 
ability by granting the degree. So, the degree serves as a signal that the worker has the qualifications for high-
productivity employment.

5. If you blend the two models, how might you describe the benefits of education?

People should earn a college degree because the knowledge gained and the skills acquired will increase their 
productivity, and they can use the degree to signal their productivity to prospective employers.
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For Further Discussion

Watch the “Saving for College” video, episode 2 in the Continuing Feducation series (https://www.stlouisfed.org/educa-
tion/continuing-feducation-video-series/episode-2-saving-for-college) and then explain to students that the video
suggests students consider the return on investment (ROI) when making decisions about education. Provide the fol-
lowing details:

       n     ROI is calculated as the net gain (gain from investment minus cost of investment) divided by the cost of 
               investment. 

       n     Notice that ROI takes into account both the cost of the investment in education (tuition, room, and board) 
               and the benefit of education (higher income).

1.    Discuss the following content with students:

       n     How does college choice influence ROI? 

               n     There are several factors to consider, but given the same investment cost, choosing a major that results 
                       in a higher income will result in a higher ROI. In the video, if Martina had chosen computer programming
                       as her major, her ROI would have been higher. 

               n     Students should seek out a quality education, but they should compare the cost of the education 
                       (tuition, room, and board) at several colleges.

       n     How does choice of major influence ROI?

               n     There are several factors to consider, but given the same investment cost, a higher income will result in a 
                       higher ROI. 

               n     Information about occupations and incomes can be found by using the Occupational Outlook Handbook
                       at the Bureau of Labor Statistics website: http://www.bls.gov/ooh/.

2. Which of the models of education described in the Page One Economics® essay is present in the video?

               The video describes the human capital model.

3. What are the three ways that students can fund higher education?

               Pre-funding: Saving money ahead of time.

               Funding from current earnings: Working to pay expenses while attending college.

               Post-funding: Obtaining student loans that must be repaid (plus interest charges) with future earnings. 
               Student loans include both private and public funding sources.

4. Why is college generally a good investment?

               n     College graduates benefit from higher lifetime earnings.

               n     College graduates are less likely to be unemployed. 

For the current unemployment rate data for high school graduates and those with a bachelor’s degree, check here:
https://research.stlouisfed.org/dashboard/6514.
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Common Core State Standards
Grades 6-12 Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects

• Key Ideas and Details
RH.11-12.1: Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting 
insights gained from specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole.

RH.11-12.2: Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate 
summary that makes clear the relationships among the key details and ideas.

• Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
RH.11-12.7: Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media 
(e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or solve a problem.

• Research to Build and Present Knowledge
WHST.11-12.7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a 
self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize 
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.

Grades 6-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text 

• Key Ideas and Details
RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including 
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

RI.11-12.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well 
as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.

Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics

Content Standard 13: Income

Income for most people is determined by the market value of the productive resources they sell. What workers earn
primarily depends on the market value of what they produce.

• Benchmarks: Grade 8
4. More productive workers are likely to be of greater value to employers and earn higher wages than less 

productive workers.

5. Peoples’ incomes, in part, reflect choices they have made about education, training, skill development, and 
careers. People with few skills are more likely to be poor.
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